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muRelBench: MicroBenchmarking for Zonotope Domains
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Abstract. We present muRelBench, a suite of synthetic benchmarks for weakly-relational ab-
stract domains and their operations. For example, the benchmarks can support experimental
evaluations of proposed algorithms such as domain closure.
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1 Introduction

Zonotopes [9], relational numerical abstract domains, are widely used in program and system ver-
ification using static analysis and model-checking techniques and, recently, found their way into
the verification of neural networks [10]. To reason about their computations, verifiers manipulate
abstract domains through a predefined set of operations, e.g., Least-Upper Bound (LUB), closure,
or forget operators [14]. Such manipulations of abstract states commonly dominate the computation
time of a verifier. Thus, there has been extensive research on improving the efficiency of operations
of Zonotopes such as closure [1, 3, 7, 14, 17].

While the new algorithms provide their complexity estimates, empirically evaluating their re-
sults remains crucial to comprehensively assessing their impact. Commonly, such evaluations are
performed in the context of a verifier and its target, e.g., a data-flow analyzer using Zones [12, 13]
on a set of programs. However, depending on program structure and semantics [2], one may or may
not detect the effect of the new operation on Zones. Thus, the question becomes whether the set of
programs is not representative or the implementation of the new algorithm is inefficient and requires
additional tuning. Because of the complexity of Zonotope states, it is difficult to assess whether a
verifier produces states with properties that a novel operation algorithm takes an advantage of.

This problem is known to other research communities such as software engineering and com-
piler optimization community, which they solv by establishing microbenchmarking frameworks [11].
Microbenchmarking isolates the effects of a specific technique such as a certain optimization on syn-
tactically generated code with desired features. In this work, we introduce an extensible muRelBench

microbenchmarking framework for Zonotopes that is built on top of the JMH [15,16] profiling tool for
Java programs. muRelBench eliminates verifier and program dependencies and focuses on specific
operations of parameterized Zonotope states.

For a given type of Zonotope domain, Z and its operation ops, muRelBench takes as an input
set of predefined parameters for each characteristic of the corresponding Z typed abstract domain.
Then the framework exhaustively generates abstract states corresponding to each element of the
Cartesian product of those parameters and applies ops and correctness checks, if any, within the
JMH context. Upon the completion of experiments, muRelBench writes the runtime results for each
abstract domain to a Comma-Separated Values (CSV) file, that researchers can use for further
evaluations.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2404.16243v1


In its current version, generation of abstract states is parameterized by the number of variables
and variable connectivity for Octagon(Z) [14]. Thus, synthetically generated matrices that encode
Octagon states vary in their size and density. muRelBench implements two closure operations (ops):
Full Transitive Closure (using Floyd-Warshall all pairs shortest path [5]) and Chawdhary [3] incre-
mental closure. However, as we describe in the next section, muRelBench can be easily extended to
different Z and ops types.

Thus, this microbenchmarking framework has the following three key features: (1) dynamic
generation of parameterized abstract states, (2) application of user defined operations on them,
and (3) checks to user-defined properties, e.g., pre/post conditions on Zonotope states before and
after executing operations. We believe that muRelBench will help rapid prototyping of abstract
operations and evaluating the efficiency of existing implementations.

In the next section 2, we describe framework details and explain how it generates different
abstract states. To demonstrate the usefulness of muRelBench, in Section 3, we present a case study
on runtime data of the two closure operators on Octagon states. We conclude the paper with future
work on muRelBench.

2 muRelBench Framework

Figure 1 provides overview of muRelBench’s components. In the dashed rounded rectangle are user-
defined components of an abstract domain type Z, operations, e.g., ops1, and property checks of
the state after ops1 modifies the abstract state. These bindings are defined at compile-time. State

generator component takes generation parameters N and C, and Z type, and randomly (up to the
seed) generates N × C abstract states.

Benchmarking component takes the generated states and applies ops1 state operation and checks
the results with check1. The component also takes the runtime parameters for JMH that defines what
type or runtime data to collect and how many times to repeat the experiments. Upon completion,
the data is written to a CSV file.

The framework is implemented in Java and uses interfaces and abstract classes to extend user-
defined components. JMH provides a strong foundation for constructing and executing profiling
benchmarks whilst minimizing confounding runtime variables such as Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
startup, Just-in-Time (JIT) warmup, Garbage Collection (GC) pauses.

The framework has extension for Octagon abstract domain, i.e., Z = Octagon. The implemen-
tation encodes Octagon constraints, which are constraints of the form: ±x ± y ≤ c, where x, y ∈ V

where V is the set of variables and c ∈ I, where I is one of R, Q, or Z. Octagons are encoded as
2-dimensional array difference bounded matrix (DBM) [6] in the OctagonDBM class.

To extend operations over Octagons, users would provide extensions to OctagonDBM, overriding
various operations with their implementation they wish to test. Furthermore, they would provide
additional instances of *Bench, e.g., JoinBench. Similar to JUnit [4], the naming is conventional:
muRelBench automatically includes classes containing the Bench suffix.

User extension beyond Octagons It is reasonably straightforward to extend muRelBench with addi-
tional abstract domains. A user must provide three additional classes: the abstract container type
for the domain, e.g., ZoneDBM to add Zones [12]; a builder for the new abstract type; and finally, a
state type which provides the different parameterization sets for JMH.
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Fig. 1: Component diagram of muRelBench, specifying the framework’s and user-defined compo-
nents.

3 Octagons and Closure Operation Case Study

Benchmark Set Up We examine the benefits of muRelBench in a case study. The framework ran-
domly generates Octagons, varying the “density” of relations between variables to create a contin-
uum of synthetic instances of Octagons. This density progression roughly correlates to the different
instances of Octagons from real programs. That is, early in analysis, variables have a tendency to
have few relations as only few program statements are explored. In the middle of analysis, after ex-
ploring several assignment statements, variables become tightly coupled with one another. Finally,
after several fixed point iterations and widening operations, islands of connectivity emerge [7,8,18].
Furthermore, we also vary the number of variables of the synthetic Octagons to account for different
programs sizes.

For this case study, we generate Octagons with 25, 50, and 100 program variables, i.e., 50, 100,
and 200 variables using the Octagon variable encoding [14]. For each size, we generate Octagons
with 10% − 90% density, in 10% increments. The Cartesian product of these parameters results in
27 Octagon instances.

Using JMH, we default to 3 “warmup” iterations and 5 experimental iterations for each bench-
mark. Thus, for a single benchmark, the operation under test executes 216 times. However, we
do provide options for the user to modify and otherwise specify their own desired warmup and
experimental iterations, among other options available via JMH.

Case Study In this case study we chose to evaluate different closure algorithms for Octagon abstract
domain. The closure represents a critical operation for static program analysis and abstract inter-
pretation because it provides critical functions: normalization for equality comparisons for data-flow
analysis (DFA) [1] and precision benefits for other domain operations such as LUB [13].

Canonicalizing or normalizing Octagon states is a necessary operation because an Octagonal
bounded region can be represented by infinitely many different Octagons. The closure operation



normalizes an Octagon by making explicit implicit edges and minimizing edge weights between
variables within the Octagons. In the simplest case, this amounts to computing the all-pairs shortest-
path problem for the directed, weighted graph used to represent the Octagon.

There exist several algorithms for computing the all-pairs-shortest-path problem for weighted-
directed graphs such as Floyd-Warshall and Bellman-Ford algorithms [5]. While these algorithms
are relatively simple and straightforward to implement, their cost can be excessive. Floyd-Warshall,
for example has cubic time complexity, Θ(n3), where n is the number of variables in the abstract
Octagon state.

Chawdhary et al. [3] proposed an incremental closure algorithm for Octagons which uses code
motion and hoisting to minimize the number of comparisons required to incrementally close an
Octagon. Thus, they were able to reduce the incremental closure, a modified Floyd-Warshall, to
O(20n2 − 4n).

Closure Program Mean (ms) σ

Floyd-Warshall
Fibonacci 144 32.2
Loop 46.8 3.1

Chawdhary
Fibonacci 117 5.1
Loop 49.6 10.3

Table 1: Small programs used to demonstrate performance characteristics of using different closure
algorithms.

Clearly, these two algorithms should have a different runtime growth with the increased number
of variables. We first examined their result in the context of DFA on two small programs to see
if any differences can be detected. Table 1 shows the results of the full-closure algorithm Floyd-
Warshall and the Chawdhary et al’s incremental closure. The data is averaged over five executions
and includes the mean runtime for each along with their standard deviation. As the data shows
that the results are not that conclusive since on Loop program Floyd-Warshall performed better
while Chawdhary runs faster on Fibonacci. When we analyzed the properties of two program, we
discovered that Fibonacci algorithm had the maximum of 6 variables with density of 72% and Loop
program had two variables with no density, which is purely interval.

Plots in Fig. 2 show the results of the comparison of the two closure algorithm on benchmarks
that muRelBench generates and runs. Each plot presents runtime data for different values of N while
varying in density of connections between variables. Using this detailed data we can discern instances
where the algorithm proposed by Chawdhary et al. outperforms full closure. Both algorithms are
almost indistinguishable in the first two plots. For the plot with largest N = 100 we can see that,
depending on the density value, one algorithm performs better than the other. For lower density
states, Floyd-Warshall tends to perform better while for higher densities Chawdhary’s incremental
closure has better runtime data.
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Fig. 2: Plots of microbenchmark results of closure operations, each subplot varies the number of
variables, each sample varies the connectivity of program variables.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present the abstract interpretation research community with muRelBench bench-
marking framework that provides standardized and uniform support for comparing different opera-
tions within Zonotope abstract domains. When developing new algorithms or new abstract domains,
a standard set of benchmarks and a framework to easily test them helps convince the community
of their value.

Our framework of generated benchmarks invites many improvements and future work to make
it better suited for the research community and software engineers at large. For example, we invite
contributions of additional algorithms to be added to the suite, so others can use the results in
their comparisons. Additionally, more parameters could provide a wider surface area of study for
different Zonotope operations.
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